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About This Content

The Lionheart Pack provides equipment worthy of a mighty champion: Courage Armor and The Lion’s Head shield offer
unparalleled protection. The menacing hammer known as The Scream is perfect for taking the fight to the enemy.
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Title: Lords of the Fallen - Lion Heart Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
CI Games, Deck 13
Publisher:
CI Games
Franchise:
Lords of the Fallen
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (SP1) or Windows 8 (only 64 bit OSs

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400 @ 2.66Ghz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.0Ghz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Absolutely pointless but ill support the developer. I'll only say that my significant other likes it just like the IV part!
Graphics are very neat, small gameplay additions here and there (new way of earning skills via gems currency + slot machine).
Worth buying.

Note: doesn't seem to have full steam features yet, but with this dev - they usually come later.
The game is about 7 hours long. When you finish it - you play again and do some achievements. So bear in mind that is quite
short.. Some good Characters, with new little Mechanics to use. Not overpowered at all, and really fun.
Recommended.. Game looks like it might be fun if they fix the controller support. Xbox 360 controller here, no excuse for
getting THAT controller support wrong...patch it please so I can play and I will reccomend as long as it's a decent game..
Honestly, I was going to write an in-depth review for this one, but unfortunately, this game is a buggy, crashing mess of a game.
So it's not worth my time or you time and money. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvstuvGd7ck. I played this game for an
hour straight without moving from my chair. I love it.. I originally avoided this game because I did not want to participate in the
housing. After holding out, I bought it on a sale and finally played it. It's such a great game. I can't believe I didn't play it earlier.

What I like most:
- you get power armor from the very beginning. I have very limited time to game and so I never made it far in other Fallout
games. In this one, you get to enjoy a more advanced aspect of the game from the beginning. It also feels very appropriate in
this setting whereas New Vegas felt more like a western
- the graphics and atmosphere are top notch
- the story-telling is great. Bethesda's always good at this
- there are so many ways to master the wasteland. So many different build approaches.
- housing is really kind of optional. To be honest, you could skip that entire aspect.

What I did not like:
- VATS with a mouse\/keyboard is significantly harder to use than a controller. When using M\/K, I did not find an easy way to
select body parts. I had to click on them. Clicking on small body parts was super-difficult as the enemies are still moving, just
slower. I'm not sure if I just missed the how-to, or if this is intended. I now play on Steam Link using a controller and using
VATS is a breeze. You just use the joysticks to jump from body part to body part. Considering there are a lot of perks in
VATS, the mouse\/keyboard interface really limited my enjoyment of the game. After switching to controller, it's fantastic.
- The occasional odd bug, but in a game of this size, how can there not be some weird pathing or graphic overlap bugs.
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My lord, the people say that your musicians have become possessed by devils from the east!

What?! Bring ALL of them to me immediately!

*They all arrive at court*

They do not seem possessed to me.

*Starts Playing*

See norma- How the?! A drum does NOT sound like that, neither should that lyre!

Should I round them all up and prepare them for a public execution, my lord?

Auhhmm... No... No... That will not be necessary here, just... tell the people that their liege will deal with this personally.

*Medieval Electro Party Ensues*. These games make me wet on 144hz monitors.. Used to play this game a few years ago. I
don't know what update did this but I am locked into a tutorial with no option to get to the main menu. How could you arrest
your players in an extended tutorial and threaten them with "reduced online ratings" for something they didn't consent to? Menu
came back after 5 reloads of the game with a "locked out of online play" punishment. Terrible decisions.. I bought this game on
a whim and am I glad I did!

Prepare for a nostalgia overload as well as a few hidden easter eggs in this one, people. Made in the classic 1990's RPG style,
with good dialogue and plotline, and a very interesting skill system, this one's sure to please!. This game is not easy, but boy,
when it works, it REALLY works. It's an awesome combination of racing and shooting and it has that "one more try...one more
try...and now it's 5:30 AM and I've been playing for 7 hours" thing going for it. I am hopelessly addicted to this game. Highly
recommended.. I Miss PS Home :C
This made me feel good. https:\/\/youtu.be\/YKuWvy_C_18

No.

This game begins by telling you that to enjoy this game to the fullest you need a controller. Well i don't have a shagging
controller. Maybe this could've been front and center...or anywhere on the store page. Game caster messed with the screen, so i
was fumbling aroud looking for the controls (not the game's fault), but when i finally found them it was the most awful key
mapping. Like they were punishing you using the keyboard and mouse...or keyboard, because you don't use the mouse. move
with the arrow keys, and alt, shift, ctrl for actions.

The camera didn't like me either, it wanted to try and make me nauseous by jerking around. The music couldn't be shut off, and
the angles of attacking were a bit diagonal. The smashing of the furniture and blood spatter (cluster \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
screen), combined with my mouse hand hurting from using the arrow keys made this a really unenjoyable experience...so at
least they were right at the start of the game.

But No. Just no. I'm a PC gamer, this is a PC game site. I should not be punished for using a keyboard and mouse. Maybe If i
had a controller, this game would be teh greatest game evah!!! as it is, it sucks donkey Peni. Sorry Devs.

P.S either tell buyers before they buy that it's controller, or torture...or accept that there is a level of hell just for you.. It's a good
DLC. I love it alot. Lots of functionality and great sounds!. This essentially turns the original OWH into a demo, although it was
a demo that I spent around 20 hours on without seeing everything.

There is significantly more content in this expansion than the original game, justifying the higher price, so you can play the
cheap version to see if you like it, then get all the extra stuff when the base game starts losing it's appeal.
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